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All students and teachers will remain in their classrooms until called for dismissal
over the PA/TV system. DO not release any students at the bell. Teachers must
have their TV’s tuned to Channel 6 throughout dismissal to see student names
as they are dismissed.
Car Riders: Students will be dismissed as their car arrives on campus. Student
names will be highlighted in GREEN on the TV when their car arrives. Students
will walk to the car loop using the designated sidewalk (media side). Face
coverings must be worn. IA’s will walk K students as they are called.
Car tags must be hung on the rearview mirror and be visible to staff during
loading. Once the student is loaded please remove the car tag from the rearview
mirror and await direction to exit the loop.

Bus Riders: Bus riders will wait in the classroom until their bus color is called on
the PA system. Students will walk to the bus loop using the designated bus
sidewalk (cafeteria side) and immediately load their bus.
Face coverings must be worn at all times.
All bus riders must have a bus tag on their backpack. Tags will be attached on the
first day of school. Please do not remove these tags.
Attendance will be taken when loading buses for the first 10 days of school. This
process takes additional time and may cause buses to leave the school later than
4:18 pm. We anticipate that buses will leave campus at 4:18 pm after the first 10
days.

Walkers & Daycare Vans: Walkers and Daycare Van students will be called over
the PA system once all buses have been loaded. Teachers will bring students to
the walker gate.
All walkers must have a tag on their backpack indicating that they are a walker.
Parents must have the matching tag in order for students to be released to them.

